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Abstract
Knowledge about the location of a defect is essential for damage assessment. In terms of a digitalised maintenance, inspection
data is combined with position information. The presented approach regards the manual ultrasonic inspection, where the
ultrasonic probe and the inspected component are both hand-held. By using markerless tracking technologies, it is possible to
track the component without any markers. The ultrasonic probe is tracked by a more stable marker-based tracking technology.
This results in a hybrid tracking system, which allows a referencing of the non-destructive testing (NDT) data directly to
the local coordinate system of the 3D model that corresponds to the inspected component. Transferring this approach to
other manual inspection technologies allows for a superimposition of recorded NDT data without any postprocessing or
transformation. A better damage assessment is thus enabled. The inspection system, the inspection tool calibration and the
camera registration process are described and analysed in detail. This work is focused on the analysis of the system accuracy,
which is realised by using a reference body.

Keywords Non-destructive testing (NDT) · Ultrasonic testing (UT) · Defect localisation · Hybrid tracking · NDE 4.0

1 Introduction

Along with the fourth industrial revolution, a change in
nondestructive evaluation (NDE 4.0) is also taking place.
This means the integration of digital technologies and phys-
ical testing methods for safety and economic value [1].
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But despite increasing automation and digitalisation, human
workers will remain an essential part of the maintenance
process [2]. This is especially relevant in the area of inspec-
tion, where acquisition, interpretation and a valid assessment
of structural defects is highly important for a safe, reliable
and economic operation. This work addresses the manual
ultrasonic inspection, whose conventional practice brings
disadvantages in the field of damage dimensioning, inter-
pretation, documentation and localisation [3].

In a digitised inspection process, a human worker has to
be integrated and assisted properly and information about the
defect position has to be combined with processible position
information for the use in a virtual world. The following
applications can be realised in consequence:

• Assistance of human workers
• Digitalisation of manual inspection processes
• Localisation of inspection data on a component
• Feedback about the complete areal inspection
• Visualisation of inspection data directly on the compo-
nent

• Superimposition with further inspection data
• Improved damage assessment
• Data basis for future digital twins
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Fig. 1 Main disadvantage of referring to an external reference

Todetermine the position of an inspected component, opti-
cal tracking systems can be used. A main requirement is a
dynamic pose determination, so the inspected component and
the inspection tool can be moved and rotated during inspec-
tion. This is important, as described in [4], because using
the ability of viewing and touching the component results
in the highest accuracy in determination and classification
of defects. Using fiducial markers for tracking purposes of
the inspected component is not always possible and further-
more this would have a serious disadvantage: If any kind
of external reference aid (e.g. component carrier, tracking
marker) is used, recorded inspection data is never directly
related to the component, but always to the reference aid. The
reference aid can be calibrated to the component, but move-
ments of the component are only possible, if the reference
aid can be moved with it. As shown in Fig. 1, the component
is removed from a component carrier, but a visualisation of
the data remains with its virtual component at the component
carrier. As a result, markerless tracking systems are a key for
the digitalisation of manual inspection processes.

To have the ability to superimpose inspection data from
different sources without any transformation work, a consis-
tent reference is necessary. The local coordinate system of
an inspected component as defined in its CAD data might
be suitable. This work is a follow-up of the developments
presented in [5].

In this work, a system is presented that uses a hybrid
tracking approach. Necessary transformation calculations
and software for data processing are described. Afterwards,
the system accuracy is verified by starting with a causes anal-
ysis. Tool calibration and camera registration processes are
described and analysed in detail. Finally the overall local-
isation accuracy of the inspection system is determined by
using a reference body.

2 Combining NDT Data with Position Data

Localising inspection data or rather combining them with
position data is the subject of several surveys. This section

discusses inspection systems for manual ultrasonic inspec-
tions that have the potential for industrial use.

A commercial system called WiiPA tracks the position
of a phased array ultrasonic probe and refers it to a compo-
nent carrier [6, 7]. Probe and component carrier are equipped
each with retroreflective ball markers, which are tracked by
an infrared-based motion capture system. A visualisation of
ultrasonic data directly on the component is possible dur-
ing or after the inspection with the augmented reality device
Microsoft HoloLens.

Olympus developed a system that allows precise posi-
tioning and orientation of an ultrasonic probe with an
infrared-basedmotion capture systemby equipping the probe
with retroreflective ball markers [8, 9]. In addition, data
glasses are provided for guiding the human worker along
a predefined inspection path.

The Fraunhofer IZFP presented their 3D-SmartInspect
system which uses an optically tracked colored marker on
top of the inspection tool [10]. Thereby the pose determina-
tion is limited to two-dimensional tracking and the inspected
component is not tracked. Inspection data is visualised on a
computer screen or with a Microsoft HoloLens.

In [11], an inspection system called DIMUTA is devel-
oped for inspecting large castings, tracking an ultrasonic
probe equipped with active infrared markers. Tracking of
the component is not realised. Later on, a verification pro-
cess is carried out to determine accuracy and precision of the
inspection system [12].

A recent publication demonstrates an ultrasonic inspec-
tion of a helicopter fuselage by tracking the ultrasonic probe
with retroreflective ball markers using an infrared-based
motion tracking system. During inspection, the localised
ultrasonic data is used for texturing a 3D-model of the
inspected component, which is visualised by aMixed Reality
device [13]. A main optimisation that is aimed at the outlook
is a future auto-alignment of the virtualmodel to its real corre-
spondent, which can be realised by usingmarkerless tracking
capabilities. The referencedmarkerless tracking system is the
product CAPTA [14], which has already been researched for
this task in [5]. Amain conclusionwas that amonocular cam-
era formarkerless tracking purposes has accuracy limitations
in determining the object position in depth.

To combine the advantages of marker-based and marker-
less tracking, the presented system follows the approach of
hybrid tracking.

3 Inspection SystemUsing Hybrid Tracking

The presented inspection system combines the tracking capa-
bilities of marker-based tracking (MBT) and markerless
tracking (MLT). The first one is well-developed, fast, sta-
ble and acurate but necessarily needs fiducial markers as
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reference points. The markerless tracking technology uses
the tracked component itself or distinctive features of it as a
reference to determine its pose. However, this technology is
still in the development process and its stability and accuracy
have to be proven.

3.1 General Functionality

The focus of the developed inspection system is to digitalise
anultrasonic inspectionprocesswhere the inspection tool and
the inspected component are both hand-guided and ultrasonic
data is linked with position information. The position infor-
mation is saved as a point cloud which depends on spatial
tracking data only. The point cloud is then coloured in accor-
dance to the ultrasonic data. To reference this inspection data
to the local coordinate system of the inspected component,
tracking its pose dynamically is required. Without equipping
the component with any fiducial markers, or coupling it to
linear measurement systems, only MLT technologies can be
used for that purpose. To track the pose of the inspection tool,
a more robust MBT technology is used.

Figure 2 shows the hardware structure of the physical
setup of Fig. 3. All subsystems are connected to a laptop
1©, either via USB or Ethernet cable. For the MBT 2©,
the mobile tracking solution SMARTTRACK3 by the com-
pany Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH & Co. KG [15] is
applied. The corresponding software DTrack provides posi-
tion and orientation of the tracked body via a UDP signal.
For this purpose, an ultrasonic testing (UT) probe is equipped
with a tree target consistingoffive retroreflectivemarker balls
3©. Here, the single channel impulse-echo probe Olympus
V205-RM 15MHz with a probe diameter (more precisely:
the diameter of its delay line) of 6mm is used with a gel
couplant for insonification. However, the location of the UT
probe contact surface relative to the tree target has to be
calibrated before use, see Sect. 4.6. The UT probe itself is
connected to the ultrasonic frontend PCUS pro Single 4© by
Fraunhofer IKTS [16]. With the support of a LabVIEW pro-
gram running on the laptop, the ultrasonic data is provided
via a UDP signal.

When selecting a suitableMLT 5©, the experiencemade in
[5] was taken into account, that additional information about
the distance of the tracked component to the camera is needed
for exact pose determination. A state-of-the-art technology
is the so called Iterative Corresponding Geometry (ICG) pre-
sented in [17]. It fuses region and depth information for pose
determination and can be used with an Azure Kinect camera
byMicrosoft. To track the pose of an inspected component 6©
with ICG, only a 3D-model without any information about its
texture is required. Also the pose data from ICG is provided
via UDP signal.

Optical tracking
Ethernet (UDP-Stream)
USB / Proprietary

MBT

Inspected

component

Laptop

UT frontend Switch

MLT
2

4

1

5

6
Tree target

UT probe

3

Fig. 2 Hardware structure of the hybrid inspection system

Fig. 3 Setup of the hybrid inspection system

Figure 4 shows captured images of the Azure Kinect
colour and depth camera during an inspection process. A
human worker holds the inspected component in his hand
to examine it with the inspection tool held in his other
hand. The coloured virtual model fitted over the correspond-
ing inspected component indicates the active MLT process.
While the component is tracked, also the target of the inspec-
tion tool is tracked by theMBT system. Knowing both poses,
the pose of the UT probe relative to the component can be
calculated and combined with ultrasonic inspection data.
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Fig. 4 Captured images from theAzureKinect colour and depth camera
during inspection

3.2 Forward Kinematics

To determine the position of the UT probe contact surface
(PCS) relative to the component coordinate system (CS),
methods from the field of robotics for the calculation of the
forward kinematics are implemented. If geometric informa-
tion about every joint of a serial-chain manipulator is given,
it is possible to determine the position and orientation of the
end-effector relative to its base [18].

The presented hybrid inspection system can be described
as a serial-chain manipulator as shown in Fig. 5. The
inspected component (IC) represents the base and the PCS
the end-effector. For every joint, a CS is defined. The links
between the tracking cameras MLT→MBT and between the
UT probe and the tree target (TT) TT→PCS are realised by a
3D-printed adapter, so that they can be regarded as rigid. The
links MLT→IC and MBT→TT are based on optical track-
ing, because their geometric parameters must be determined
dynamically by using the corresponding tracking systems.

At this point homogeneous transformation matrices as
defined in Eq. 1 are introduced. For example, the matrix
MBT TTT can be used to describe the pose of (CS)T T in
the coordinate system (CS)MBT . The component i−1Ri of
Eq. 1 describes the orientation of the regarded CS in a 3x3
rotation matrix and the component (i−1)ri of Eq. 1 describes
its position as a xyz-vector.

i−1Ti =
( i−1Ri (i−1)ri
0 0 0 1

)
(1)

Originally the pose of (CS)IC is determined in the coor-
dinate system (CS)MLT . To define the IC as the base,
the homogeneous transformation matrix MLT TIC has to be
inversed, see Eq. 2. The pose of (CS)MLT can now be

(CS)MLT

(CS)TT

(CS)PCS

(CS)MBT

(CS)IC

(CS)MLTD

MLTTIC

MLTTMLTD

MLTTMBT

MBTTTT

TTTPCS

ICTPCS

Fig. 5 The hybrid inspection system (above) can be described as a
serial-chain manipulator (below). In consequence, (CS)IC is defined
as the base and (CS)PCS as the end-effector

described in the coordinate system (CS)IC .

ICTMLT = (MLT TIC )
−1 (2)

If every link is defined in a homogeneous transformation
matrix, they can be linked together to define a serial-chain
manipulator [18], see Eq. 3.

ICTPCS = (ICTMLT ) · (MLT TMBT ) · (MBT TTT ) · (T T TPCS)

(3)

The transformation MLT TMLT D is not part of the equation,
because it is a device-internal calibration of the Azure Kinect
camera. The transformation T T TPCS is determined in a cal-
ibration process, described in Sect. 4.6. The transformation
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MLT TMBT is determined during a camera registration pro-
cess, described in Sect. 4.7. All remaining transformations
are determined dynamically during the inspection process.

3.3 Data Processing

Three measuring systems are providing data, see Fig. 2.
The ultrasonic device provides inspection data, especially a
sample time increment, amplitude value, number of samples
between first and second amplitude (Time of Flight: ToF) and
sample values. The MBT system provides the pose of the TT
and the MLT system provides the pose of the IC. Pose data is
in form of xyz position and rotation matrix. All data of these
measuring systems is transmitted via UDP signal.

A data processing program iswritten in Python 3.8, see the
structure chart in Fig. 6. After starting the program, a CSV
file with header information is created initially. This data
format is chosen because the given data streams are already
structured data.

TwoUDPservers for receiving theMBTdata and the ultra-
sonic data streams are instantiated. Each UDP server runs in
the background in its own thread. A third UDP server for
receiving the MLT data is started in the main thread. Every
UDP server has a while loop to keep the receiving thread
active. Directly after receiving a dataset, an incoming times-
tamp is set and the data set is processed to arrays andmatrices
so that it is available for subsequent computations. For MBT
and US data no addional filter (e.g. for smoothing position
data) is needed, because the MBT and US data is already
preprocessed before being sent. Only the MLT system does
not have any smoothing technique implemented, which will
be discussed later.

Figure 6 shows that the while loop of the MLT UDP
server contains data requests to the other UDP servers. By
structuring the program in the presented way, data synchro-
nisation is realised by having the slowest part setting the
measurement frequency (MLT: 30Hz), while the ultrasonic
frontend enables a measurement frequency up to 2 kHz and
the markerbased tracking system up to 150Hz.

After receiving and preprocessing the three data sets, the
transformation described in Sect. 3.2 can be executed to get
ICTPCS . By that, the pose of (CS)PCS relative to (CS)IC is
calculated, compare with Fig. 5.

Writing data to the CSV file is only proceeded, if a mate-
rial thickness is measured with the ultrasonic probe. This
allows tomove the inspection tool to anothermeasuring point
without having data recorded. For visualisation purposes, the
ultrasonic data set, which is linked to the calculated pose
information, can be assigned with a colour code to indicate
its magnitude. Considering the speed of sound (determined
by a calibration performed on the inspected component) of
the examined material, the ultrasonic ToF is suitable to cal-
culate the material thickness up to the first defect or the rear

Start program

Initialize CSV file with header data

Instantiate UDP server MBT

Instantiate UDP server US

Start UDP server MLT

While True: receive MLT data

Get data from US inspection

Calculate transformation

Combine data to one data set

Close all UDP servers

T
h
read
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e
M

B
T

 d
ata

Append dataset to CSV file

Get data from MBT tracking

Close program

T
h
read

 -
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e
U

S
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ata

Valid US signal

Yes No

Estimate color for US data Show 

data

only

Fig. 6 Structure chart for data processing purposes

wall of the IC. The used settings for the ultrasonic device are
shown in Table 1. During inspection, a feedback about the A-
Scan by the ultrasonic testing software and the current probe
position data with the measured material thickness in a com-
ment box is given. A live visualisation of the probe position
on the CAD model is not implemented at the current status
of development.

In a last step, incoming timestamps, pose data of ICTPCS ,
ultrasonic data, material thickness and colour code are com-
bined to one data set and appended to the CSVfile, initialized
at the beginning of the program.

In this paragraph, the settings for signal processing of the
ultrasonic device are explained, compare with Fig. 7 and
Table 1. The recording delay specifies the number of sam-
ples to be skipped after the excitation - useful for sensorswith
a delay line. The recording length must be set in a way that
the backwall echo is displayed. All received signals are rep-
resented by a Hilbert transformation. The sample rate defines
the number of samples in one second. Gate 1 and gate 2 are
used to determine the number of samples between the front
wall echo (or rather the entry echo) and the first echo. The
first echo can be the back wall echo or the defect echo. By
setting the offset from delay, length and level of each gate, the
sample associated with the intersection point of the consider-
ing amplitude and gate can be determined. With knowledge
about the sample rate, the number of samples between the two
gates can be converted into the time of flight (ToF). Figure 7
shows the entry echo and the first echo of a defect.
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Gate 2Gate 1
Defect echo

Entry echo

ToF

Fig. 7 Section of an A-scan during inspection

4 Verification of System Accuracy

It is essential to know the accuracy of an inspection system
and especially the ability to localise defects. Having a higher
accuracy and precision, which means a lower systematic and
randomerror of the inspection system, allows the localisation
of smaller defects and the inspection of smaller components.

The presented inspection system consists of several indi-
vidual parts. By performing a cause and effect analysis with
an Ishikawa diagram and setting a main problem in the focus
of the analysis, it is possible to examine several prospective
causes and effects [19]. As the central problem, as shown in
Fig. 8, a deviation in localising recorded NDT data is identi-
fied. Specifically, thismeans that the recorded sensor position
does not match the true position.

The detailed analysis of every prospective cause will be
future work. As a first step, they are described in order to
understand their particular impact on the identified problem.

4.1 Mother Nature

During measurements the environment always has to be con-
sidered. The speed of light is depending on temperature,
humidity and pressure. Thus pose determination of MBT
and MLT are influenced, because they are based on infrared
light or visible light. But the impact, at distances of less
than 5m considered here, is negligible. Direct sunlight on
the measuring systems should be avoided and the room
temperature should also remain stable. For MBT, sunlight
coming from a window can lead to interference signals or
unwanted reflections from the background. For MLT, work
area illumination and background colour contrast influence
component detection and tracking significantly.Whenhaving
too low illuminaton or too cluttered background, component
contours or features might not be recognised properly by
computer vision algorithms.

Mother Nature Measurement Material

ManMethod

Deviations
in NDT data
localisation

Illumination

Temperature

Moisture

Device accuracy

Tool calibr.

Camera reg.

Software

Warm-up phase

Surface

Trackability

Occlusion

Dynamics

Training

Tracking system

Inspection tool

Work area

Distance

Smoothing techniques

Fig. 8 Ishikawa diagram of causes for deviations in NDT data locali-
sation

4.2 Measurement

The most influential cause on localisation deviations is
expected here. The system setup and transformation calcu-
lations (Fig. 5 and Eq. 3) cause that each individual error in
spatial tracking, tool calibration or camera registration are
equally weighted in the error chain. In the end, the overall
accuracy determines which defect size can be detected with
the inspection system. The ultrasonic testing probe is part
of the tool calibration. In this work, it is assumed that the
ultrasonic signal can be assigned to the center of the contact
surface.

Software also causes errors, for example by rounding
numerical values or latencies. Latencies can also occur dur-
ing data transmission.

If a required warm-up phase of a system component is
unaccounted, it can result in unstable or inaccurate pose esti-
mations. For example, if the warm-up phase for the Azure
Kinect depth camera of at least 60min is not taken into
account, an error of around 2mm in distance estimation at a
distance of 90 cm results [20].

4.3 Material

Trackability means that the objects can be tracked in a
reliable, accurate and stable way. For MBT, targets must
have more than three markers, asymmetry and a maximum
euclideandistance between the singlemarkers [21]. ForMLT,
the object must have overall asymmetry to detect it uniquely.
Circumferential chamfers on the component can also lead to
incorrect detection, especially if there is an unfortunate com-
bination of poor illumination and a cluttered background.

At last, the surface condition is discussed. A damaged
retroreflective coating onmarkers can lead to incorrect detec-
tion. Mirroring surfaces on a markerless tracked object can
lead to an erroneous recognition during image processing.
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Table 1 Signal processing
settings during ultrasonic
inspection

Recording Sample Gate 1 Gate 2
Delay Lenght Rate Offset Length Level Offset Length Level

S S S/s S S V S S V

950 1200 1E+8 0 100 0.05 100 1000 0.05

The units are samples (S), seconds (s) and Volt (V)

4.4 Method

An implemented smoothing technique serves for more reli-
able pose estimation or for smoothing or predicting the output
signal by reducing signal noise.

In [22], many definitions and information about MBT and
MLT are presented and accuracy-influencing parameters are
listed: the tracked object itself, camera resolution, dimension
of the workspace, working distance etc.

4.5 Man

The presented MBT and MLT are optical tracking methods
that need a free line of sight. The characteristics of the imple-
mented algorithms and the markers decides the sensitivity
to occlusions. Occlusion handling for the here implemented
MLT is explained in detail in [17].

Motion blur as a result of fast movements can change
the appearance of both texture and edges of the tracked
object [17].

Regarding the discussed points, training of the inspecting
human to avoid occlusions and fast movements is an impor-
tant part for a successful inspection.

At this development stage, calibration of the inspection
tool and the camera registration process are examined in
detail, because they are required to set up the inspection
system. Additionally, the overall localisation accuracy is
examined with the aid of a reference body.

4.6 Inspection Tool Calibration Process

The inspection tool generates the ultrasonic data basis. To
connect a UT probe with a tree target, a designed adapter is
needed, compare with Fig. 9. A two-step calibration process
is required:

1. Calibration of the used tree target
2. Determination of the vector between CSTT and CSPCS

For the calibration of the tree target, the marker-based
tracking system ARTTRACK5 [23] with eight ceiling-
mounted cameras is used. This tracking system has a higher
accuracy than the SMARTTRACK3, which is used in the
hybrid inspection system only for mobility reasons.

CSTT

CSPCS

TTTPCS

Tree target

Adapter

UT probe

Fig. 9 Coordinate systems and transformation matrix of the inspection
tool

In order to be able to clearly identify a target, at least three
marker balls must be visible at all times. Therefore it is rec-
ommended to use more than three marker balls. In addition,
they have to be arranged asymmetrically to each other and
with a maximised euclidian distance between each ball. In
this way, a CS spanned by three marker balls can be defined
during target calibration. Because the determination of ball
marker positions from the acquired images is always subject
to random errors, the calibration is performed ten times with
the software DTrack and finally the average coordinate val-
ues for the individual ball marker positions are applied. For
non-zero coordinate values, the MBT achieves an average
standard deviation of 0.03mm.

After defining the tree target coordinate system CSTT ,
the location of CSPCS relative to it has to be determined
during a calibration process, compare with Fig. 9. Ideally,
the distance vector for the transformation matrix MBT TTT
can be taken from a CAD model. But deviations between
nominal and actual geometries always exist. For example,
a deviation analysis between the nominal CAD model and
a 3D scan model of the tree target showed that the base of
the tree target is 0.11mm shorter than the nominal model
specifies.

For this reason, the entire inspection tool is scanned with
the GOM Compact Scan 3D scanner and the vector distance
of the PCS center to the CSTT is measured with the help
of CAD software. For this purpose, the CSTT had to be
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Inspection tool

Distance gauge
Rotation stand

Fig. 10 Rig for testing inspection tool calibration

Rotation axis

Target position

untransformed

Target position

transformed

Fig. 11 Tracked tree target position before and after transformation
during rotation

reconstructed beforehand on the basis of the scanned sphere
markers.

To verify the determined transformation parameters, a
special test rig is placed in the middle of a tracking room,
compare with Fig. 10. The motorized part is a stepper motor
according to the test setup shown in [21]. With an adapter,
the UT probe can be centered to the stepper motor, to rotate
the inspection tool around the center of the probe contact sur-
face. If themeasured transformation parameters are properly,
the tracked point cloud will show nearly a dot, see Fig. 11.
The second part of the test rig is a distance gauge of 4.0mm
thickness, which is clamped into a 3D printed distance gauge
holder. By moving the inspection tool with its PCS along the
right and left side of the distance gauge, the distance between
the tracked point clouds can be measured. By that, it can be
verified that the CSPCS is lying exactly on the contact sur-
face.

The testing is repeated three times. The recorded point
cloud is measured by fitting cylinders and planes to it. Doing
this, the transformed point cloud after rotating the inspection
tool covers a cylindric volume of about 0.23mm radius and

0.29mm height. The variation in height is already found in
the untransformed point cloud and can therefore be attributed
to the tracking system. The measured distance between the
point clouds of the right and left side of the distance gauge
amounts to 4.20mm.

These values indicate the maximum achievable accuracy
in determining the PCS position. They are influenced by
random and systematical errors of the used tracking system
and of the calibration method itself. The used stepper motor
and its coupling may have a slight eccentricity and also the
manualmovement on the distance gauge is not perfect for cal-
ibration testing purposes. At the end, this calibration result
is only one error element in the measurement chain of the
complete inspection system.

4.7 Camera Registration Process

The purpose of the camera registration process is to deter-
mine the transformation parameters for MLT TMBT , compare
with Fig. 5. Thus,CSMLT andCSMBT will be aligned to each
other after transformation. By that, the pose of the IC and the
inspection tool are referred to the same global CS. Ideally,
the two CS are aligned exactly, but there will always be slight
variations and deviations due to the registration process. In
general, there are two main steps in the camera registration
process, both performed in separate A.R.T.-developed soft-
ware solutions [24]:

1. Determination of the MLT camera intrinsic parameters
2. Registration of MBT camera to the MLT camera

4.7.1 Camera intrinsics

On the basis of images of a ChArUco board, acquired
from various positions and orientations, the camera intrin-
sic parameters can be determined. For more details about
camera calibration, see [25]. The used ChArUco board is
equipped with a set of retroreflective circular markers in the
outer frame, which serve as a reference for MBT during the
registration process, compare with [26].

To minimize effects caused by the Azure Kinect autofo-
cus, the images should ideally be acquired with a distance
rather similar to the later working distance. Due to the wide
angle of the Azure Kinect RGB camera (field of view 90 x 74
deg), the corners are slightly blurred and irregularly distorted,
therefore these marginal areas should be avoided during
image acquisition. The camera intrinsic parameters like focal
length, principal point and distortion [27] are determined
from automatically detected ChArUco 2D marker positions,
which serve as an observation input for a self-calibration bun-
dle adjustment [28, 29]. The 3D coordinates of the ChArUco
markers are calculated within a free network adjustment with
trace minimization [30, 31]. Therefore the geometry of the
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MBT 

Adapter 

ChArUco board

MLT 

Luxmeter

Fig. 12 Setup for camera registration

board itself does not have to be known beforehand. The over-
all scale is retrieved from the board via the chess pattern
square size. In addition the circular retro markers are mea-
sured semi-automatically by an ellipse fitting routine in all
the images and are also part of the bundle adjustment. By
doing this the retro markers and the ChArUco markers refer
to the same coordinate system. The derived 3D ChArUco
markers are later used for the registration. The coordinates
of the retroreflective markers constitute the geometry of a
6D target trackable by the SMARTTRACK3. The intrinsic
parameters have to be determined at least once to enable an
accurate registration and might be repeated when necessary.

4.7.2 Registration

The registration step serves to register the room calibration
of the MBT system (SMARTTRACK3) to a calibrated cam-
era (Azure Kinect) via a ChArUco board with retroreflective
markers. The setup can be seen in Fig. 12. For the excecution
of the registration, information about the coordinates of the
markers attached to the ChArUco board have to be imported
to the marker-based tracking software and information about
camera calibration are required by the registration software.
The single process steps of the registration are:

1. Measurement of marker body pose by MBT system
2. Image acquisition of the board by MLT camera
3. Import of board geometry and camera calibration data to

registration software
4. Detection of ChArUco markers and resection of the cam-

era to the board
5. Setting room calibration of the MBT camera relative to

the resected camera

After a successful registration, transformation parameters
between CSMBT and CSMLT are determined. Marker-based
tracking results, given in pose data, now refer to that coor-
dinate system and are therefore within the same coordinate
system as the markerless ICG tracking results. The regis-
tration software provides additional information about the
registration result, which can be used for quality assessment.

4.7.3 Variance of registration results

The registration results are analysed by proceeding two test
series, each of ten runs. For the first series called "static"
the ChArUco board is positioned centrally, with a frontal
orientation and in a distance of 60 cm to the Azure Kinect
camera. For the second series called "dynamic", the board is
positioned at varying orientations and locations around the
distance of 60 cm. This distance is chosen because it is the
maximum distance in which the ArUco and ChArUco mark-
ers are reliably recognisable by theAzureKinect camera. The
illumination is adjusted, so that the workplace is illuminated
with at least 1000 lux at every corner, which is in accordance
with the workplace guideline for surface inspections [32].

As a result, the registration software provides the required
transformation values for MLT TMBT , see Table 2. The table
concludes the average and standard deviation (SD) values
for each transformation parameter. While all of the average
values of both series differ only in tenths of a millimeter,
the standard deviation values show larger differences. This
results from the varying perspectives of the "dynamic" series
because the registration software is not able do detect all
markers of the board, if the angle between board and camera
is too high, or if the board is not completely inside the camera
field of view, compare with Table 3.

The listed values "camera projection error" and "marker
ellipse fit" give feedback about the quality of the registra-
tion process. The first one is calculated by projecting the
3D coordinates to image space, which should yield subpixel
accuracy. A mean projection error better than 0.15 pixel is
considered good. The second value describes the average
deviation in pixel between all visible ellipse centers detected
in image space and their corresponding projection of its 6D
body marker tracked by the SMARTTRACK3. This gives
a throughout feedback that MLT and MBT are refering to
the same coordinate system. For the camera registration, the
average values of the "static" series are used and implemented
to the MBT software.

Increasing values of the "dynamic" series in Table 3 indi-
cate the decreasing quality of the registration. However,
despite reduced quality values, the "dynamic" transformation
results seem to deviate only slightly from the "static" series,
which indicates the robustness of the registration software.
The importance of the registration quality to the overall local-
isation result is significant, because a translation and/or an
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Table 2 Averages and standard
deviations (SD) of registration
results

Series Value x (mm) y (mm) z (mm) rx (deg) ry (deg) rz (deg)

Static Avg −31.51 91.86 75.77 0.17 0.46 −179.95

SD 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

Dynamic Avg −31.99 91.36 75.94 0.12 0.52 −179.96

SD 1.22 0.97 0.50 0.08 0.11 0.04

x, y and z are translation values and rx, ry and rz are rotation values

Table 3 Registration quality
indicators

Camera projection error Marker ellipse fit No. of det. markers
Series Value Microns Pixel avg. pixel residual ArUco ChArUco

Static Avg 0.11 0.09 0.93 48.0 77.0

SD 0.004 0.003 0.02 0.0 0.0

Synamic Avg 0.22 0.18 1.15 43.6 69.2

SD 0.17 0.14 0.30 8.3 14.7

Zero values for SD in the last two columns indicate, that all markers were detected in every measurement

Table 4 Analysis of recorded
z-values

Nominal (mm) No. of points (-) Avg (mm) SD (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

30.0 26, 958 27.9 2.5 15.3 61.5

Table 5 Localisation accuracy
of defect center position in
x-y-plane

Nominal drill hole dimensions Point cloud analysis Diff. to nominal
No. x-pos. y-pos. (%) Diam. Remain.

thickn.
Outliers Avg. x Avg. y Diff. x Diff. y

1 180.0 30.0 10.0 3.0 51.0 181.5 29.8 1.5 −0.2

2 140.0 30.0 12.0 3.0 42.9 137.5 28.1 −2.5 −1.9

3 100.0 30.0 14.0 3.0 37.2 99.9 30.8 −0.1 0.8

4 60.0 30.0 16.0 3.0 35.6 60.0 32.5 0.0 2.5

5 180.0 80.0 10.0 12.0 20.8 179.2 80.2 −0.8 0.2

6 140.0 80.0 12.0 9.0 43.7 138.8 82.4 −1.2 2.4

7 100.0 80.0 14.0 6.0 30.6 99.3 80.9 −0.7 0.9

8 60.0 80.0 16.0 3.0 46.1 59.3 80.4 −0.7 0.4

avg −0.6 0.6

Values in mm

orientation error has a direct impact on deviations in locali-
sation.

4.7.4 Current limitations

The Azure Kinect RGB camera can be operated in six
different resolutions, eachwith its own set of intrinsic param-
eters, which are predetermined by the manufacturer for each
camera individually. At this status of development, the deter-
mined intrinsic parameters are only used for the registration
process, not for calibrating theAzureKinect camera forMLT
purposes, because the different sets of parameters (Azure
Kinect and the self determined set from the A.R.T. software)
are not compatible and thus not importable to the tracking
software ICG. It uses the factory parameter set of the Azure

Kinect camera instead. In addition, the A.R.T. software cur-
rently only works with an image resolution of 3072 p, but the
tracking software ICG works in 1080 p resolution. A nega-
tive impact on the localization error cannot be rated at this
point.

On the basis of extracted factory parameter sets of the
Azure Kinect camera, it can be seen that the principal point
and the distortion parameters remain unchanged for the dif-
ferent resolutions and the principal point of the determined
parameters fits with the factory values, see [25]. This shows
that it is possible that the camera registration can be per-
formed in a different RGB camera resolution than the RGB
camera resolution used later for MLT.
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Fig. 13 Inspected reference body with superimposed coloured point-
cloud, which indicates the remaining thickness measured by the
ultrasonic inspection system

4.8 Localisation Accuracy

To analyse the accuracy of the inspection system, a reference
body is used. It provides characteristic geometric features for
trackingpurposes and eight drill holeswith varyingdiameters
and depths and a triangular pocket on the backside, compare
with Table 5. These artificial defects are used to verify the
absolute system accuracy, like it is done in [11, 33, 34]. The
reference body is made of aluminum alloy 7075-T6 and has
outer dimensions of 200mm and 250mm. The maximum
thickness is 30mm.

The inspection tool (IT), described in Chapter 4.6, is
moved across the reference body’s top surface to inspect the
artificial defects. The reference body is held in hand in a dis-
tance of about 60 cm to the cameras and the working area is
illuminated with a minimum of 1000 lux.

During inspection, the position of the IT is saved as a
point cloud. Corresponding ultrasonic data is converted to a
remaining component thickness, which is used to colour the
point cloud according to the measured depth afterwards. All
points that are not colored red can be assigned to either a drill
hole or a pocket. The required speed of sound (6250m/s)
is calculated beforehand by using the ultrasonic measured
ToFand the physicallymeasured component thickness.With-
out any postprocessing or data transformation, the recorded
inspection data (in the format of xyzrgb) can be imported to
a CAD software to superimpose it to the corresponding CAD
model, see the visualisation in Fig. 13.

4.8.1 Localisation accuracy in z-direction

Analysing the localisation accuracy in depth (z-direction of
the CSIC ), all points measured by spatial tracking systems
on the highest platform of the reference body are expected to
be at 30.0mm in z-direction. As shown in Table 4, the aver-
age value in z-direction is about 27.9mm and it differs by

−2.1mm in z-direction (comparing to the nominal value). A
SD of about 2.5mm is calculated. Considering the SD, min-
imum and maximum deviations can be regarded as outliers.

4.8.2 Localisation accuracy in x- and y-direction

The determined remaining component thickness and their
corresponding colour can be used to separate the red coloured
points (which indicate that no defect is measured at the
respective position) from the others. Figure 14 shows the top
view of the reference body with only the drill hole positions
and diameters visualised. Every visualised point is subject to
measurement uncertainty, but this only obvious for the points
that lie outside the green circles. Each coloured point that is
lying outside of a green circle is wrong localised, because
the corresponding ultrasonic data was recorded inside the
encircled areas. To analyse the localisation accuracy in the
x-y-plane, the nominal diameters andpositions of the inserted
drill holes serve as individual references. For this purpose, it
is necessary to separate the point cloud in accordance with
the drill holes. By calculating the arithmetic average of each
separated point cloud, it is possible to caclulate the difference
to the nominal position, compare with Table 5.

Because the IT was moved across the whole component,
only the systematical localisation error can be determined.
For this reason, no standard deviation is calculated in Table 5.
For an accurate determination of the systematical error, it
must be ensured that the area of the drill hole is completely
and uniformly scanned. Since this cannot be fully guaranteed
due to manual inspection, the following analysis provides
only a rough indication.

In Table 5, the information on the percentage of outliers is
given. It indicates the amount of wrong localised positions of
the IT. But it must be considered, that also the points inside
the green circles are subject to measurement uncertainties.
However, there is no observable relationship between drill
hole diameter and the amount of outliers.

The average values of the separated point clouds indicate
the measured x- and y-position of the drill holes. By calcu-
lating the difference to the nominal values, the systematical
error can be assessed.

The localisation error, determined by use of the presented
reference body is around −0.6mm in x- and 0.6mm in y-
direction of the component’s CS. The values vary in the area
of −2.5...1.5mm in x- and −1.9...2.5mm in y-direction.
The validity of the determined systematic error for x- and
y-direction is limited, because there is no exact reference
due to the large drill hole diameters. Additionally, a uniform
measurement of the drill holes cannot be guaranteed due to
the manual inspection process. For the error in z-direction,
an exact reference is given by the top surface.
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Fig. 14 Top view of recorded defect positions, superimposed with the
drill hole diameters (green circles)

5 Discussion and Outlook

Asmentioned inChapter 4, there are several error-influencing
variables that have an impact ondeviations inNDTdata local-
isation accuracy. Calibration of the inspection tool, camera
registration and the measuring accuracy of the used track-
ing systems have the highest impact. The inspection system
has no spatially fixed reference system, because the local
coordinate system of the dynamically tracked and inspected
component is set as reference system. A faulty pose determi-
nation of the inspection tool and the component directly lead
to a faulty NDT data localisation.

5.1 Tool Calibration

The tool calibration process, described in Chapter 4.6, is
realised by measuring the 3D scanned geometry of the
inspection tool. A test procedure to verify the calibration
parameters is limited by the used marker-based tracking sys-
tem accuracy. Nevertheless, it could be proven that the point
cloud of the calibrated inspection tool covers a cylindric vol-
ume of about 0.23mm radius and 0.29mm height.

5.2 Camera Registration

The camera registration process, described in Chapter 4.7,
is realised by the use of a ChArUco board equipped with
a set of retroreflective circular markers in the outer frame.
An analysis of the registration results shows that there is a
random error in the transformation parameters. This error is
increased if the board is positioned at a disadvantageous dis-
tance or oriantation. A statement about the systematic error
of the camera registration is not given in this work.

5.3 Overall Accuracy

To analyse the overall accuracy of the inspection system, a
reference body with artificial defects is used. These defects

can be detected by an ultrasonic probe and the recorded NDT
data is combined with position information. For each defect,
the center point of the recorded point cloud is determined.
As a result, the average overall localisation error is−0.6mm
in x-, 0.6mm in y- and −2.1mm in z-direction relative to
the coordinate system of the component. But this result is
valid for the applied reference body, working distance, work-
ing area illumination, tool calibration, camera registration,
marker-based and markerless tracking technology only.

By using the developed inspection system, it is possi-
ble to localise the center of a drill hole with an accuracy
of ±2.5mm. The achieved accuracy of the inspection sys-
tem can be considered good, especially since there is still
potential for optimisation.

Occurring latencies in pose estimation, data transmission
and data processing are not yet taken into account in accuracy
analysis, but it will be a concern in future work. Latencies
in pose estimation are mostly influenced by direction and
speed of hand guided motions. However, ultrasonic inspec-
tions require slow motions whereby occurring latencies will
be reduced.

5.4 UT Accuracy

In this work, a UT probe with a small diameter of 6mm was
used. Thus, the assumption, that the measured echo can be
allocated to the center of the probe contact surface is valid for
this status of development. For larger UT probes, especially
for phased array probes, the determined position information
would have to be adapted to the dimensions of the UT probe,
compare with [33]. In addition, it must be taken into account
that the echo signal only assumes its maximum value when
the sensor has completely detected a defect, since only a
damped signal is received at border points.

5.5 SystemOptimisation

The overall localisation accuracy of the presented inspec-
tion system can be optimised. The mobile tracking system
SMARTRACK3 can be replaced by the stationary system
ARTTRACK5, which has a higher accuracy. The marker-
less tracking software ICG can be extended by a filter, which
allows to smooth or to predict the position data of the tracked
component. The camera calibration parameters, which are
determined during the camera registration process can be
implemented to the markerless tracking software ICG. This
requires an adaptation of the registration software.

5.6 Further System Analysis

The used tracking systems, have to be analysed in detail in
terms of accuracy and measurement uncertainties. General
statements about the overall localisation accuracy of the pre-
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sented inspection system will be necessary. Therefore, the
reference bodymust bemodified to allow amore stablemark-
erless tracking and for a better analysis of the localisation
accuracy. Additionally decision guidelines for the selection
of system components must be developed.

A further analysis of the markerlessly tracked component
itself can be performed. Because the component can deviate
from its virtual model used to train the markerless tracking
(for example after collision, deformation, erosion, etc.), the
tracking result can be influenced in a negative way.

5.7 System Application

The inspection systemcanbe combinedwith augmented real-
ity devices, as already presented in [5, 10, 13]. This enables
a data visualisation directly on the inspected component
either during (real-time capability should be realised) or after
inspection process. Issues of accuracy are addressed in the
work of [35] during analysis of a calibration procedure for an
augmented reality device. In terms of NDE 4.0, the recorded
and localised NDT data can be stored in a virtual environ-
ment, which allows for further analysis or superimpositions
with several NDT data.

The approach is not limited to the aerospace sector, or
UT inspections. It is rather open for applications, where the
information about the position of a damage is neededdigitally
for an all-over documentation or further damage assessments.
Additionally, the approach can be transferred to other NDT
processes like thermography [36] or radiography [37].

6 Conclusion

The presented inspection system enables the localisation of
recorded inspection data directly referenced to the local coor-
dinate system of the inspected component. The inspection
tool as well as the component can be hand-held in order to
move them without restrictions. This is realised by combin-
ing two tracking technologies: a marker-based tracking to
determine the pose of the inspection tool and a markerless
tracking to determine the pose of the component.

In this way, the component itself can be used as a reference
system for data localisation and it is not necessary to equip
the component with any fiducial markers or to use any part
carrier with external references. Thus, it has a high potential
to be used in manual inspection processes. Of course, it is
possible to calibrate a component to a rigid workpiece holder
serving as a reference aid, but this limits the free movement
and rotation of the component held in the hand. In addition,
the component must not move in the fixture.

The system development was successful and ultrasonic
data was localised relative to the coordinate system of
the component. That potentially allows for a better dam-

age assessment by superimposing NDT data from differ-
ent inspection technologies without any postprocessing or
data transformation. Therefore, no additional worksteps are
required. The overall localisation accuracy of the developed
inspection system was analysed and further system optimi-
sations and applications were discussed. The question about
the localisation accuracy is not completely answered, but it
will be the main topic of future analyses.
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